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Nuclear chirality is a today's nuclear spectroscopy 
Schrodinger's cat box problem.



Taking a look into the cat’s box allowed, then 
cats state can be measured. We deal with localized states.



Taking a look into the cat’s box forbidden.
We must deal with superimposed states



Cat’s health expectation value on superimposed states? 
Neither alive nor dead , rather = hibernated



Attention! 
Now the clue of 

the lecture



Superimposed states of a cat in the box
Symmetry braking cat inside

Measured cat’s health:
hibernated

But what if we put a hibernated cat in the box
in a first place?
Symmetry conserved cat inside

Measured cat’s health:
hibernated



Superimposed states of a cat in the box
Symmetry braking cat inside

Measured cat’s health:
hibernated

But what if we put a hibernated cat in the box
in a first place?
Symmetry conserved cat inside

Measured cat’s health:
hibernated

Measurement unable to distinguish 
the symmetry broken from
The symmetry conserved

cat in the box.



Nuclear chirality

<O>=+1<O>=-1

Handedness instead 
of cat’s health parameter



Fusion-evaporation reactions used
to produce highly excited 
odd-odd isotopes at HIL 
(U200p cyclotron).

A nucleus cools-down emitting 
particles and gamma quanta.

At some point is must chose 
spontaneously the handedness.

Spontaneous chiral symmetry 
breaking in nuclear physics.

<O>=-1

<O>=+1



<  >                         = 0.0

Broken symmetry

Conserved symmetry

In both cases the same measured 
handedness value =0.0 
(a hibernated cat again)

Expectation value of handedness 
does not distinguish the symmetry broken 
from the symmetry conserved nucleus
since handedness is a signed value.



Measuring unsigned observable may distinguish 
symmetry broken from symmetry conserved state.

<g>=+1<g>=+1 <g>=0
Left handed planar Right handed



<g>=0<g>=0 <g>=+0.1
Left handed planar Right handed

Magnetic dipole moment is a hit! Measured value: the g-factor







Just two detectors with magnet on a table. The cheapest 
experiment with an expensive idea.



Future: preparations for similar measurements in other excited 
states. Fast-Timing and Plunger lifetime measurements.
PHD thesis of Adam Nałęcz-Jawecki (NCNR).

EAGLE-EYE EAGLE-PLUNGER
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